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QUESTION 1

Which enables you to use artifacts from a completed build in the workspace of the currently running build? 

A. Jenkins core 

B. Copy Artifact plugin. 

C. Rebuild plugin. 

D. ArtifactDeployer plugin. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Pipelines often require access to protected resources such as servers, databases, and SCMs. Without using an external
credentials manager, which of the following provides the most secure centralized mechanism for managing the "secrets"
that Jenkins requires to login/authenticate (for example: keys, tokens, passwords)? 

A. Store the secrets on the Jenkins master using the Credentials plugin. 

B. Include the secrets In the home directory of the Jenkins agent account. 

C. Store the secrets required in the SCM alongside the application source code. 

D. Embed secrets into the build and deployment scripts invoked by the job. 

E. Store the secrets as Node Properties for each agent definition. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What does a flashing build icon in the Build History indicate? Choose 3 answers 

A. A groovy script needs to be approved. 

B. A build is waiting for Input. 

C. The build is waiting for an executor to be available. 

D. An agent is being spawned. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which arc true when installing new plugins? Choose 2 answers 
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A. If you check the "Enable rollbacks when upgrading" box, future updates to an the plugin can easily be rolled back
when necessary. 

B. The previous public release of a plugin is installed for reliability instead of Installing the most recent public release. 

C. Most plugins can be Installed without stopping and starting Jenkins. 

D. You must install all required and optional dependencies before Installing the plugin with the plugin manager. 

E. If you are running Jenkins under an HTTP proxy, you must configure HTTP proxy access for the plugin manager
before Installing or updating plugins. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

In a "standalone" configuration, when masters manage the build environment and also execute builds with their own
resources, which of the following Is true? 

A. Build times decrease. 

B. User interface becomes slower as resources on the master run out. 

C. The builds share SCM checkouts 

D. Masters are more highly available. 

Correct Answer: B 
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